Abstract. Today, downloading references is a common practice in documentation. Most of the people use this technique to obtain a better presentation of the results or to include them in reports or in home-made databases. In this paper we want to present how, 'using only the capability of MS/DOS (the most common microcomputer operating system), it is possible to start some simple bibliometric studies. This approach has been successfully used at the CRRM of Marseille in teaching.
Introduction
Considering the growing interest in Bibliometry due to the powerful analysis of information and innovation that is possible with it, we developed a method to improve bibliometric teaching and practice of the MS/DOS commands. Since bibliometry will be applied mainly on microcomputers, we felt that a good knowledge of MS/DOS is necessary prior to using any bibliometric software.
Our main goals in this study are to:
-get people involved in the use of MS/DOS commands, -get people to use bibliometry.
What is bibliometry
Bibliometry is a statistical treatment of bibliographies which now is often done on downloaded data. One of the goals of bibliometry is to provide a simple presentation of the results, so that a reader can get, often at a glance, the structure and the main ideas present in her/his bibliography. Even the hosts have developed commands which are the beginning of a statistical approach to the content of a particular field of a reference. For instance GET (5, 7) , ZOOM (5, 7) , MEM (5, 6, 7) allow such facilities. But, performed online, these commands are not cost effective and also are limited in some cases by the memory size of the buffer associated with the command in the host computer.
An example of a bibliometric analysis using such an online command can be given by looking at the results obtained with the GET command of Orbit Information Technology using the Index Terms of the Rapra file combined with a classification code (see figure 1 ).
What must be analyzed
The material to be analyzed consists of data generally downloaded from various databases. The best approach is to construct a search large enough to retrieve even the side ideas concerned with the subject (S), and to download all the references (without the abstracts) on your micro-computer. The abstracts are not considered in this paper which is just a teaching approach to bibliometry, because of the file size they will generate. When this is done, all the fields may be subjected to offline analysis; words, languages, document types.. . can be extracted and sorted, and the results presented as tables or graphs.
What are the main steps in bibliometry
The main steps in bibliometry are in our opinion the following:
-verification of the downloaded data: are all the fields present, are the letters correct. . .
-extraction of one particular field for analysis, -extraction of all the words of that field, according the separator, and subsequent elimination or replacement of words if necessary, -sorting and counting the remaining words, eventually computing the word pairs present in the same field, -presentation of the results in the best possible ways.
Most of the time, all these operations are performed by dedicated software, and often the end user would not see all the processing.
Simple treatment with M S / D O S
MS/DOS contains very powerful commands and capabilities which allow a beginner in bibliometry or a searcher to extract the main feature of his/her bibliography.
We will present the main operations in a logical order, and we assume only that the MS/DOS directory is included in the PATH command in the file AUTOEXEC.BAT, present on the root directory of the computer. This will allow people to reach any MS/DOS commands from all the other directories.
A. Automatic reading
Most people read a file using the pommand TYPE XXX where XXX is the name of the file. This is not easy, because the data come too fast, and also because stopping them by CTRL C stops the command type, and obliges the reader to start all over again. CTRL S is better than CTRL C since we remain in the type mode, but because of the scrolling speed it is not possible to stop exactly where necessary.
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The best approach is to create a BATCH File, using EDIT or COPY CON which are two simple editors.
Edit works by typing EDIT XXX where XXX is the name of the file to edit, and uses SHIFT F2 for deleting a line, SHIFT F5 to store the file on the current directory and SHIFT F1 allows to exit from the edit mode without storing the file on disk. COPY CON : XXX where XXX is the name of the file to be created works in the same way, but the function keys are not used, just type CTRL Z on the last line (this is the mark for the End Of File), and press carriage return to store the file on the current directory.
The BATCH file is a computer-executable file and has a name of the forms: XXX.BAT; XXX (the name of the file) and .BAT (the extension). When using the file, do not type the extension (.BAT).
The automatic reading of screen after screen is obtained using the batch file read, for instance:
COPY CON : READ.BAT invoke copy con plus file name ECHO OFF the invoked commands won't appear on screen CLS clear screen TYPE %1 MORE show file on screen after screen CTRL Z end the copy con command
The file is used by typing: READ YYY and return, where YYY is the name of the file to be read. This name, will take the place of parameter %1 in the file.
B. Field extraction
This can be made with the commands SORT and FIND. Two cases have to be considered, depending on the file size (SORT):
-small file, let us say smaller than 60 K -larger file in the magnitude of 300 K.
This distinction is made because the command used may have memory size problems depending on the size of the files.
Small file
Use the SORT command as follows:
SORT XXX where XXX is the name of the file to be sorted.Al1 the lines which compose the file XXX will be sorted according to the ASCII value of the first character of the line.
For these examples, a Line size of 60 characters or more is sufficient. Do not forget that the line size can be changed using special features of the host software (e.g. TERM LS 65 with ORBIT). Then, reading the file, you will see that all the fields which begin with the same letters or groups of letters will be all together. This way to read a set of references is quite unusual. It is meaningless as far as bibliographic references are concerned, but it gives various details (as the examples at the end of this paper emphasize) on languages, sources, first author, primary section codes.. : In fact, each time that a field in a reference contains useful information at the beginning, this information will be sorted and compared with the information of the same type contained in the other references: SO -Bull. Soc. Chim. Belg. SO -Bull. Soc. Chim. Japan SO -Chem.Com.
Using the syntax SORT XXX, the data sorted will appear directly on the screen. To store the new file (the sorted file) on the repertory, using the syntax:
SORT < XXX > YYY where XXX is the name of the file to be sorted, and YYY I the name of the sorted file.
To avoid retyping this syntax all the time, build up a BATCH file in the following way:
Use this file by typing: SORTED XXX YYY where XXX is the name of the file to be sorted and YYY the name of the resulting file. Note that the name SORT cannot be used for the Batch file, because it is already the name of an MS/DOSQ command.
Extraction of one field: This is done by using the command FIND, and the already sorted file YYY.
Use the following syntax:
FIND "SO" YYY > ZZZ where YYY is the name of the sorted file, and ZZZ the name of the file which contains all the extracted fields.
"SO -" is the array to be found in the different lines of the YYY file. All the lines containing SO (e.g. the Source field), will be retrieved and stored in file ZZZ.
Of course, if you do not want to type all the sequence each time, make up a batch file:
Use the file as follows: LOOK SO YYY ZZZ and each parameter %1 %2 %3 will be replaced in the file by SO YYY ZZZ. The only point which remains, is that if you
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have many items beginning with the same sequence of letters (SO for instance or SO followed by a journal name) it is necessary to count them. There is no direct counting program in MS/DOS, but it is possible nevertheless to use again the FIND command with the option /N. This option will indicate the line number in the reference file, of the lines containing for instance the SO sequence. The syntax is as follows:
FIND /N "SO" ZZZ WWW where ZZZ is the file containing all the lines with the SO, and ZZZ is the file identical to the former one but with all the lines numbered.
This FIND command may be again automatized using a batch file:
The syntax will be ANALYS SO ZZZ WWW. Then, when you read the file, you can count the number of items by simply substracting the line numbers.
Large file
Because the SORT command cannot operate on large file because of memory problems, it is necessary to operate in a different order. The only way is to extract the field with the command FIND. This will give rise to a smaller file, and it is this file which will be sorted. The numbering of the lines will still be performed on the sorted file, using FIND with the option/N.
Outline of the drills provided
This simple approach to bibliometry will provide the student with: * views on the quality of the format of references, * practice of fast bibliography reading, * bibliometric practice; for instance application of Bradford's law (using the SO source field), * division between languages, * division between document types, * occurences of the same author at the first place in the author field, * evidence that printed references do not give all the possibilities of a bibliography.
This method, can be used anywhere, because downloading involves microcomputers which most of the time operate with MS/DOS. There is effectively no cost since any bibliography stored as an ASCII file can be used as starting material, and the exercise is conducted offline.
Conclusion
The use of MS/DOS commands in conjunction with bibliometric studies has several limits. The main one which is general is that only data occuring first in a field may be sorted. This applies to the most used file format in bibliography. Of course, if the format is such that on the same line data occur at the same place (table format), the data could be sorted at different places on a line using the SORT options (SORT /+ xx where xx is the first column to be sorted).
This limits the use of MS/DOS commands to sort in most cases to the following fields: Document Type, Languages, Source field (Journal name for instance), first author, first section or codes, dates (if there is an existing data field), and more generally all data which are placed in a unique reference field, or in first position of any fields.
On the other hand, sophisticated bibliometric treatment such as co-occurrences of words or codes is not possible; onl-y a simple count can be made.
This nevertheless constitutes a good approach either to the use of sophisticated software such as cluster analysis, or factorial analysis, or the use on online databases of GET, ZOOM and MEM commands. ( 4 ) 
